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Abstract

Predictive maintenance systems face a rich set of constraints along dimensions such as latency, throughput, physical size, monetary
cost, as well as energy and power consumption.

To meet performance requirements, predictive maintenance systems require specialized compute units (i.e., accelerators) in
addition to conventional processor cores. Unfortunately, size and cost constraints commonly result in developers being forced into
selecting System-on-Chip (SoC) platforms that do not have sufficient resources to fully accelerate all performance-critical functions
— in essence raising the challenging question of how to optimally distribute the available resources across accelerators. This work
introduces the Resource-Constrained Accelerator Selection (RCS) methodology, which identifies near-optimal multi-accelerator
configurations for predictive maintenance applications.

RCS takes a library of resource-scalable accelerator architectures as input and then selects the combination of accelerator con-
figurations that minimizes end-to-end latency. We find that enabling RCS for typical predictive maintenance applications requires
a resource-scalable Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) accelerator and propose ScaleFFT to fill this gap.

We apply RCS and ScaleFFT to a collection of edge computing applications with different sensor bandwidths and find that
they reduce end-to-end latency by 2.4× on average for a 256K-point FFT compared to a state-of-the-art configuration that only
accelerates the machine learning algorithm. Moreover, we demonstrate that RCS enables real-world gains in oil well and train track
monitoring systems.
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1. Introduction

Edge computing systems move a significant part of a sys-
tem’s computational load from the cloud-based back-end to the
devices that capture data from, and potentially act upon, the en-
vironment. The motivation for edge computing is (i) to improve5

response time by moving critical decisions from the cloud to
the edge, (ii) avoid overwhelming the network or cloud-based
back-end with a massive amount of data, or (iii) leverage the
distributed nature of the system to make decisions that bene-
fit from both local and global perspectives [1]. For example,10

many systems have to perform inference locally as the network
links lack the bandwidth to transmit all sensor data [2]. An
interesting application area are the so-called Industry 4.0 appli-
cations, which introduce devices that continuously collect data
about the status of production assets. This enables Predictive15

Maintenance (PdM) which provides an opportunity to reduce
operating costs by minimizing unplanned downtime and avoid-
ing equipment failure [3].

In general, PdM systems perform three main functions. First,
they periodically or continuously monitor an asset, e.g., using20
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accelerometers or ultrasonic sensors to sense vibrations. Sec-
ond, they perform conventional signal processing on the cap-
tured data, such as a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), to make
it more amendable to analysis, e.g., converting the signal from
the time domain to the frequency domain. Third, they apply25

a machine learning algorithm to detect anomalies. Differen-
tiating normal and abnormal behavior in the asset is typically
much simpler in the frequency domain. For example, an issue
with the train track will typically manifest itself as vibrations
at abnormal frequencies in the bogie of the train, and this is30

more easily detected in the frequency domain than in the time
domain.

Designing PdM edge systems is challenging because they
are heavily constrained in terms of latency, throughput, power
dissipation (e.g., heat), energy consumption (e.g., battery life-35

time and capacity), physical size, and cost. Moreover, many in-
dustrial applications are produced in low volume, i.e., as little as
tens or hundreds of systems are sufficient to meet demand. Cre-
ating custom Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)
is hence not economically viable due to high non-recurring en-40

gineering costs [4]. At the same time, accelerating signal pro-
cessing and machine learning algorithms is typically critical to
meet latency and energy constraints.

Developers are hence forced to select an off-the-shelf Sys-
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tem on Chip (SoC) platform that (i) supports acceleration, (ii)45

interfaces cleanly with the application-specific sensors, and (iii)
contains conventional processor cores on which the application
parts that are non-acceleratable can be executed. The key alter-
natives are SoCs that combine processor cores with a Field Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA) (e.g., Xilinx Zynq [5] or Intel50

Agilex [6]), a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) (e.g., NVIDIA’s
Tegra [7]), or a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) (e.g., Texas In-
strument’s KeyStone Architecture [8]); industrial PCs such as
Intel NUC [9] have insufficient support for accelerators. Real-
world PdM systems tend to favor FPGA-enabled SoCs because55

they are significantly easier to interface with sensors than GPU-
and DSP-based SoCs. For example, the intricacies of inter-
facing with sensors resulted in that the DSP-based 66AK2G1x
KeyStone SoC could only read sensor data at a rate of 64 Kilo-
Samples Per Second (KSPS), while the FPGA-based Zynq SoC60

easily reached the 128 KSPS and 256 KSPS required for our
train and oil well use cases, respectively. PdM systems hence
typically require an FPGA to efficiently interface with sensors.
In addition, using the FPGA for acceleration reduces the num-
ber of components in the system and therefore its cost and phys-65

ical size. FPGAs are however challenging to program [10], and
it is hence attractive to leverage reusable accelerator architec-
tures. FPGA-vendors refer to such reusable accelerators as In-
tellectual Property (IP) cores.

Our goal in this paper is to understand how best to select and70

size accelerators for PdM at the edge. If the constraints are suf-
ficiently relaxed, the issue is trivial as one can simply size each
accelerator maximally, i.e., combine a fully accelerated FFT
with the best-performing machine learning accelerator configu-
ration. The problem becomes more challenging when resources75

are limited — essentially posing the question of how much of
the limited FPGA resources should be devoted to each acceler-
ator. We observe that answering this question requires two key
technologies. More specifically, we need (i) a methodology for
selecting the accelerator configurations that collectively min-80

imize end-to-end latency under resource constraints, and (ii)
resource-scalable accelerators, i.e., accelerators that can be con-
figured to occupy different design points in terms of FPGA re-
source consumption and performance. Prior works that focus
on accelerator selection methodologies [11, 12, 13] fall short85

because they do not consider resource-scalable accelerators. In
addition, we find that resource-scalable neural network acceler-
ators are abundant (e.g., [14, 15, 16]), but state-of-the-art FFT
accelerators (e.g, [17, 18, 19, 20]) are not resource-scalable be-
cause they assume that the system has sufficient resources to90

fully accelerate the FFT.
Our first key contribution is hence the Resource-Constrained

Accelerator Selection (RCS) methodology. RCS takes a library
of accelerator families with configurations that span the perfor-
mance versus resource consumption spectrum of each family as95

input. RCS then uses the information about resource consump-
tion and latency available in the library to select the configu-
ration of each accelerator that minimizes the predicted end-to-
end latency. For PdM systems, end-to-end latency is the time
it takes from the sensor starts capturing the first sample until100

all data is fully processed. End-to-end latency is the key per-

formance metric for PdM systems because they repeatedly (i)
capture sample(s), (ii) use an FFT to transform sample data
from the time domain to the frequency domain, and (iii) ap-
ply machine-learning on the frequency-domain representation105

to detect abnormal behavior. Depending on the application, the
PdM system is either stationary or mobile. In a stationary sys-
tem, the end-to-end latency determines time-on-station, i.e., the
amount of time the system must remain stationary to inspect the
asset (e.g., our oil well use case). In a mobile system, the end-110

to-end latency determines spatial resolution, i.e., the amount of
time the system will move before new samples can be collected
(e.g., our train track monitoring use case).

While resource-scalable machine learning accelerators are
abundant1, no resource-scalable FFT accelerator exists. Our115

second key contribution is hence a resource-scalable FFT ac-
celerator architecture which we call ScaleFFT. Our key insight
is that we can create a resource-scalable accelerator family by
exploiting the hierarchical nature of the FFT transform. More
specifically, all ScaleFFT configurations consist of two accel-120

erators, one for the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and one
which reorganizes data in a butterfly pattern. ScaleFFT then
uses the conventional processor cores, which edge PdM sys-
tems anyway require to implement non-performance-critical func-
tionality, to manage the two accelerators. In this way, Scal-125

eFFT is able to create accelerator configurations that are posi-
tioned between fully accelerated configurations such as Xilinx’
XFFT [22] and accelerators proposed in prior work [17, 18] —
which are fast but require significant FPGA resources — and a
software-only FFT implementation — which is slow because it130

runs on a processor core but requires no FPGA resources.
We evaluate RCS and ScaleFFT on a representative FPGA-

accelerated edge computing platform running PdM applications
ranging from medium to high signal bandwidth. More specifi-
cally, we consider 32, 64, and 256 KSPS configurations that are135

representative of PdM applications that monitor a range of as-
sets, including wind turbine gear boxes, train bogies, and acous-
tic/vibration inspections for oil wells. Moreover, we consider
CNNs with different computational requirements for each sig-
nal bandwidth. RCS identifies the optimal configuration point140

in all applications we consider, i.e., RCS selects the ScaleFFT
and Xilinx DPU configurations that use the FPGA resources
most efficiently. That said, RCS is heuristics-based so it is
in general difficult or even impossible to guarantee optimally.
RCS reduces end-to-end latency by 2.4× on average for a 256K-145

point FFT compared a state-of-the-art approach that solely ac-
celerates the CNN while satisfying all constraints.

To investigate the effects of using RCS in real-world PdM
applications, we applied it to an oil well inspection system and
a railway track monitoring system. Oil wells must be periodi-150

cally inspected for safety; production is stopped during inspec-
tion. The speed at which the oil well can be inspected is hence
critically important as the facility is essentially idle during this
operation. We must also consider the additional expenses due to
the operation time of a drilling platform or drill ship, which can155

1RCS uses Xilinx’ Deep Learning Processing Unit (DPU) IP [21] as the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) accelerator family in this work.
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be as high as 200K to 400K USD per day, yielding 12.5K USD
per hour on average [23]. RCS reduces inspection time from 2.1
hours to 1.7 hours (for 120 points of inspection), thereby sav-
ing an estimated 5.0K USD compared to our baseline (FPGA
accelerated DPU, software FFT) for each inspection job. The160

inspection system we consider in this work is scheduled to be
deployed at several oil installations in the upcoming years.

Railway infrastructures play a critical role in transporta-
tion and logistics and must be reliable. It is hence attractive
to continuously monitor train tracks by installing a monitor-165

ing system in train bogies to detect problems early and thereby
avoid service disruption. We evaluate RCS in the context of
the TrainDAQ [24] track monitoring system. TrainDAQ uses
high-bandwidth accelerometers (i.e., 15 to 30 kHz) and high-
speed and high-resolution Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs)170

to monitor the train track and feeds the signal to an FPGA-
accelerated edge computing platform to perform signal process-
ing and machine learning inference and thereby identify anoma-
lies. In TrainDAQ, higher performance results in better spatial
resolution, i.e., each train will inspect more of the track, and we175

find that RCS improves spatial resolution by 54% compared to
the baseline by better utilizing the FPGA.

2. The Anatomy of Predictive Maintenance Systems

Broadly speaking, there are three main maintenance man-
agement strategies. The run-to-failure strategy performs main-180

tenance only after the occurrence of failures. This simple ap-
proach is frequently adopted, but it has significant costs as-
sociated with downtime after failure. The preventive mainte-
nance strategy schedules actions based on vendor statistics on
component failure rate. This statistical data is usually conser-185

vative which means that components are replaced way before
they will fail — leading to inefficient use of resources and in-
creased costs. The Predictive Maintenance (PdM) strategy is
hence a best-of-both-worlds approach in which PdM systems
monitors key components to assess their current condition [3].190

In other words, PdM aims to detect when a component needs
to be replaced which hence reduces costs compared to preven-
tative maintenance — because components are replaced when
necessary rather than conservatively — and reduces downtime
compared to run-to-failure — because components are replaced195

before they fail.
Figure 1 shows a generic PdM system that leverages an

FPGA-based SoC with a sampling process that consists of three
key steps. The first step is to capture sensor data (see 1 ). Real-
world PdM systems typically need a large number of sensors200

(e.g., the train bogie PdM system that we will discuss in de-
tail in Section 7 has 16 sensors). The amount of sensor data is
too much to be stored on-chip and it is hence written to main
memory through the Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller
(see 2 ). The second step is to transform sensor data from the205

time domain to the frequency domain with the FFT accelerator
(see 3 ). The FFT accelerator reads the sensor data from main
memory, computes the FFT, and writes the output back into
main memory. The third step is to perform machine learning
inference on the frequency-domain representation of the sensor210

data (see 4 ). This is done using the Deep Learning Processing
Unit (DPU) and leverages a failure prediction model that has
been trained offline. A logical overview of stages 3 and 4
can be seen in Figure 2. Pattern selection is performed by the
CPU. The output of DPU processing is either that the compo-215

nent is operating normally or that a problem has been detected
(see 5 ). If a problem has been detected, the system notifies an
operator and a maintenance action is scheduled.

The above approach is a good match for various PdM appli-
cations as it performs all analysis locally.220

This is a critical requirement because many real-world PdM
deployments either do not have network connectivity or the net-
work does not have sufficient capacity to transfer raw data. A
typical PdM use case is to use vibration sensors to detect bear-
ing wear, for instance in metal lathe [25], slitting machines [26],225

vehicle factories [27], woodworking [28], compressors [29],
and other industrial equipment [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35], but
adding the network infrastructure for transferring raw vibration
data is impractical or even impossible in such industrial envi-
ronments. In other cases, for instance wind turbines [36, 37]230

and the electrical network [38, 39, 40, 41], the data could be
stored on the device and downloaded manually when an op-
erator inspects the installation. In this case, the challenge is
that maintenance schedules can vary significantly between op-
erating companies which means that significant storage capac-235

ity would need to be added to account for the foreseen worst-
case inspection interval. Finally, the risks incurred by relying
on offline analysis are typically not acceptable in cases where
health and safety is at stake, for example in aeronautics [42,
43, 44, 45], railways [46, 47, 48], fuel cell status in electric ve-240

hicles [49], and engine and gearbox analysis [37, 50]. Overall,
we analyzed more than 50 PdM approaches referenced in recent
surveys [51, 52], and found that most described systems use ei-
ther cloud or offline resources to analyze sensor data. These
approaches hence requires adopting fully local processing, as245

we describe in this work, to be practically applicable.

3. Resource-Constrained Accelerator Selection

We now describe our RCS approach for configuring a near-
optimal multi-accelerator architecture for resource-constrained
PdM systems, i.e., how it identifies the accelerator configura-250

tions that yield the lowest end-to-end latency within the set
of accelerator configurations that satisfy all constraints. For
each accelerator type i (e.g., ScaleFFT), the accelerator vendor
synthesizes netlists at different performance versus resource-
consumption design points to yield a set of possible accelerator255

configurations Ai. The benefit of doing this is twofold. First,
this means that the time overhead of synthesizing the accel-
erators is incurred once for each accelerator variant. Second,
it means that the resource consumption (e.g., number of DSP
blocks, block RAMs, lookup tables, and flip-flops) and latency260

of each accelerator configuration can be accurately predicted.
Our proposed approach is in line with current industry practice.
More specifically, Xilinx ships a collection of pre-synthesized
configurations for the DPU we use this work [21]. This step is
hence a one-time cost for each accelerator type.265
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Figure 1: Architecture of an FPGA-based PdM system. The FPGA is responsible for (i) interfacing to the Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) to write sample
data to memory, (ii) transforming sensor data into the frequency domain by applying the FFT, and (iii) detect failures by performing machine learning inference.
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Figure 2: Overview of the signal processing chain from raw sensor data to DPU inference.

The next step is to predict end-to-end latency T across ac-
celerator configurations, and we use a simple performance model
to achieve this. More specifically, we assume that the applica-
tion consists of a part that cannot be accelerated (tnot-accelerated)
as well as n tasks that can be accelerated:

T = tnot-accelerated +

n∑
i=0

ta∈Ai
i (1)

Each task i takes ta
i seconds to execute when using accelerator

configuration a, and the accelerator configurations that can be
used to accelerate task i are of type i and hence part of the set
Ai, e.g., ScaleFFT can accelerate the FFT task but not machine
learning inference. Recall that ta

i can be retrieved directly from270

the vendor-provided synthesis results. We further include the
CPU execution time of each task in Ai as an accelerator which
uses no resources. For applications that can be pipelined, we
set ta

i to the latency of producing all results for the last pipeline
stage and the latency of producing the first result for the pipeline275

stages that overlap with the last pipeline stage.
In addition to guiding accelerator selection, Equation 1 also

yields insight into when acceleration is an effective optimiza-
tion. More specifically, tnot-accelerated bounds the attainable speed-
up according to Amdahl’s law [53], i.e., end-to-end latency will280

converge towards tnot-accelerated as more performant accelerator
configurations are selected. Acceleration is thus most favorable

when tnot-accelerated accounts for an insignificant part of end-to-
end latency. For our benchmarks, tnot-accelerated is the time it takes
to collect samples, which accounts for maximally 18% of end-285

to-end latency in our baseline. Similarly, accelerator selection
is trivial when the largest accelerator configuration of each type
can be selected while satisfying resource constraints.

We focus on PdM systems where system requirements (e.g.,
cost or physical size) forces developers to select platforms in290

which maximally sizing all accelerators require more resources
than are available. The next step in the RCS methodology is
hence to select resource-feasible accelerator configurations which
yield near-optimal end-to-end latency. We start by identifying
all accelerator variants that (i) can be used by the target appli-295

cation, and (ii) do not require more of any resource than those
available in the target device. We then evaluate all combina-
tions of accelerator types. If the resource consumption of the
combination of accelerators is less than U% of any resource,
we predict end-to-end latency using Equation 1. The reason300

for not drawing the limit at 100% utilization is that the post-
synthesis mapper typically has to time-multiplex different com-
ponents onto the same resource to fit the design onto the FPGA
when a resource is nearly fully utilized, resulting in a latency
overhead. We empirically determined that setting U to 95% is305

sufficient to avoid this issue.
There are two key reasons why the accelerator configura-
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tion selected by RCS can differ from the optimal accelerator
configuration. First, the accelerator (IP-core) vendor only pro-
vides a discrete set of accelerator configurations, and it is hence310

possible that the target PdM system would perform better with
an accelerator configuration that is not in this set. The num-
ber of feasible configurations of an accelerator is however typ-
ically limited and it is hence unlikely that vendors do not pre-
synthesize attractive configurations. Second, it is not guaran-315

teed that the accelerator will achieve its predicted latency. Our
evaluation in Section 6 however shows that our aforementioned
utilization-limiting heuristic is effective.2 For these reasons, we
claim that RCS is able to select near-optimal accelerator con-
figurations for resource-constrained PdM systems.320

RCS evaluates O(mn) configurations in the worst case where
m is the maximum number of configurations for any accelerator
type and n is the number of accelerator types. While the run-
time of RCS would be a concern if the number of accelerator
types and configurations were large, resource-constrained PdM325

systems have few accelerator types and configurations. More
specifically, we consider two accelerator types, the DPU and
ScaleFFT, with 2 and 6 configurations, respectively, while con-
temporary workstations can easily evaluate many millions of
data points in seconds. Moreover, (i) the search can be easily330

parallelized, and (ii) it is not necessary to further explore config-
urations that exceed the resource constraint after considering a
subset of accelerator types. Since search time is not an issue for
resource-constrained PdM systems, we leave the exploration of
better search heuristics for future work.335

4. ScaleFFT: Resource-Scalable FFT Acceleration

As we have seen, FFT transformations are a critical step in
many predictive maintenance systems. The faster we move the
data from time to frequency domain, the sooner we can feed the
data to the corresponding machine learning algorithms and in340

turn enable early detection of system malfunctions. FFT trans-
formations are however computationally expensive, and there-
fore typically requires hardware acceleration to satisfy perfor-
mance requirements.

4.1. State-of-the-art FFT Accelerators345

There are several strategies for accelerating FFT transfor-
mations. One approach is to use embedded vector processors or
low power GPUs, but these architectures are usually expensive
and have energy requirements that are not feasible for continu-
ous monitoring purposes. Digital signal processors (DSPs) are350

a much better option regarding price and energy, but they usu-
ally have a fixed FFT width, making it harder to adapt to dif-
ferent scenarios. Moreover, DSPs can be easily overwhelmed
when receiving information from many sensors.

2This is in part due to our focus on resource-constrained systems. For high-
performance FPGA platforms, performance often saturates due to limited mem-
ory bandwidth and significant complexity is hence commonly devoted to in-
crease the operational intensity of accelerators (see e.g., [54]). Our platform
would saturate memory bandwidth at 512 KSPS which is beyond the require-
ments of current and emerging PdM systems (e.g., our oil well use case is in
the high end of commercially deployed systems and requires 256 KSPS).

Cooley and Tukey laid the foundations of the FFT back in355

1965 [55]. Over the course of 50 years, there have been many
pipelined FFT hardware proposals [56]. Most proposals share
a common idea, to divide the FFT transformation into several
discrete Fourier transformations (DFT) that run in parallel, cou-
pled with a butterfly network to produce an identical output360

(e.g., [17, 18]). Figure 3 shows how an 8-point FFT can be com-
puted by using smaller DFTs based on Cooley’s design [55].
More specifically, four 2-point DFTs run in parallel and feed
data to two 4-point butterfly networks and then on to a single
8-point butterfly network.365

This FFT implementation requires partitioning the input ar-
ray into multiple sub-arrays that match the input size of the
DFTs. For example, a 1024-point FFT using 64-point DFTs
would need to process 16 sub-arrays. It is also important to
note that sub-array ordering is not linear. Figure 3 also shows370

the order of the sub-arrays when using 4-point DFTs to generate
an 8-point FFT. The first sub array contains following elements
0,2,4,6 and the second one contains 1,3,5,7. If we use 2-point
FFTs, sub-arrays are [0,2][4,6][1,3][5,7]. The reordering pat-
tern is specific to an FFT, i.e., it varies across FFTs.375

There are many practical constraints that can limit the size
of the FPGA, including costs, area and energy. Therefore, and
for the sake of example, let us assume that the resources re-
quired for performing two 4-point FFT in parallel and the 8-
point butterfly network exceed the resources available on the380

FPGA (faded out in Figure 3). In all previous works, this lack
of resources would translate into moving the FFT transforma-
tion to a pure software implementation, hence (dramatically)
under-utilizing the FPGA.

4.2. Resource-Scalable FFT Acceleration385

Our solution, which we call ScaleFFT and illustrate in Fig-
ure 4, is to design a re-programmable butterfly network that can
be used on all stages of the process to emulate the behavior of
a bigger FFT implementation via iterative process (e.g., a 4-
point butterfly that emulates a 8-point as shown in Figure 4).390

In this way, we can create FFT accelerators in which perfor-
mance scales with the amount of FPGA resources allocated —
thereby enabling FFT acceleration in resource-constrained pre-
dictive maintenance systems which have some FPGA resources
available but not enough resources to fully accelerate the FFT.395

For the sake of simplicity, we rely on standard intellectual
property (IP) cores for implementing FFT accelerators on the
FPGA. Indeed, the standard IP library for FFT in Vivado (Xil-
inx) offers different input lengths for the DFTs. We implement
a parallel butterfly network to do the rest of the computations.400

Figure 5 provides an overview of ScaleFFT when mapped
onto an FPGA-accelerated SoC. Both the FFT-core and the but-
terfly network have access to the platform’s DDR3 memory
through an AXI DMA controller. This allows for direct read-
ing and storing of data in memory. A software program run-405

ning on the ARM-cores of the SoC implements a state ma-
chine that controls the data elements to be fed to the FFT-core
and butterfly network. A memory pointer generator function is
used to manage sub-arrays for DFTs, butterfly network and el-
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Figure 3: High-level architecture of a state-of-the-art FFT accelerator. Existing accelerators assume that there are sufficient FPGA resources to fully accelerate the
FFT and hence fall short in resource-constrained use cases.

Table 1: SoC resource comparison.
SoC Model/ Resource Z-7020 Z-7035
Logic Cells (K) 85 275
Block RAM (Mb) 4.9 17.6
DSP Slices 220 900

ement arrangement. This function also controls the AXI DMA-410

controller based on the state machine.

5. Experimental Setup

5.1. Platform
We have used a Zynq 7020 and 7035 FPGA modules with a

TE0701-06 as carrier board (Table 1). The FPGA of the mod-415

ules can cover up to 8 kilo-point FFTs based on the Xilinx
FFT IP core. We have used an FPGA mezzanine card (FMC)
plugged to the carrier board to connect the FPGA to another
board with analog to digital converters (ADCs) and analogue
front end circuits for the accelerometers. Accelerometers have420

an integrated electronics piezo-electric (IEPE) interface which
converts the high impedance signal of the piezoelectric material
into a voltage signal with a low impedance of typically 100 Ω.
Most IEPE sensors work at a constant current between 2 and
20 mA. Since our system is usually installed near the sensors425

we use a 5 mA constant current to reduce the power dissipation.
The system is standalone and during benchmarking and moni-
toring, the system is connected to a PC via an UART interface.

For measuring the power dissipation we monitor the current of
the FPGA module separated from ADCs and the carrier board.430

We repeat each test twice and present average clock ticks as re-
ported by performance counters attached to the ARM cores. We
measure clock ticks separately for the FFT and neural network
inference tasks to report time spent on each function.

5.2. Benchmarks435

As discussed in Section 2, predictive maintenance systems
typically require a neural network accelerator and an FFT accel-
erator. We use an IP from Xilinx, the Deep Learning Processing
Unit (DPU), as our neural network accelerator. To test our RCS
proposal, we use different combinations of DPU implementa-440

tions and FFT sizes. Each DPU implementation has different
FPGA resource requirements, mainly block RAMs (BRAM),
registers, DSPs and Look-Up Tables (LUTs). This sets a con-
straint on the available resources for the FFT transformation.
We use two different types of DPU, and for each DPU we eval-445

uate two implementations.
Predictive maintenance applications primarily differ on the

frequency bandwidth of the sensors, requiring FFTs with differ-
ent lengths. We hence choose FFT-lengths that are representa-
tive of predictive maintenance applications positioned at differ-450

ent design points such that we span the design space. In wind
turbine applications, gearboxes have relatively low speeds. This
translates to bandwidth requirements between 5 and 10 KHz for
its sensors, and a sample rate of 32 Kilo Samples Per Second
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Figure 4: ScaleFFT transforms the FFT into an iterative process of shorter FFTs and butterfly networks. The resource requirements of each stage can hence be
traded off against the number of stages, i.e., providing more resources reduces latency.
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Figure 5: High-level architecture of ScaleFFT mapped to an FPGA-based SoC.

(KSPS) is enough to capture all fundamental harmonic frequen-455

cies. On the other hand, in train bogie vibration analysis, the
frequencies of interest are directly related to the speed of the
train, with sensors measuring from 10 to 20 KHz. A sample
rate of 64 to 128 KSPS is hence enough for this application. Fi-
nally for down-hole oil well inspection, sensor bandwidth’s are460

between 40 and 60 KHz. The recommended sample rate in this
scenario is hence between 128 and 256 KSPS. Please note that
none of mentioned sampling rates can be fully accelerated on
our SoCs due to lack of resources.

6. Results465

This section shows the evaluation results in terms of perfor-
mance, energy and FPGA resource utilization. Our baseline,
depicted as a horizontal red line in the figures, uses a soft-
ware implementation of the FFT and a FPGA-accelerated DPU.
BXXX-Y describe combinations of DPU and FFT accelerators.470
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Figure 6: Execution time breakdown for 32K samples FFT on Zynq 7020
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Figure 7: Execution time breakdown for 64K samples FFT on Zynq 7020

XXX is the DPU parallelism architecture, while Y relates to
different implementations of said DPU. DPU B512 has 8 in-
put/output channel parallelism and B800 has 10 input/output
channel parallelism. Arrows in the figures show the combina-
tion selected by RCS (as described in Section 3), and the true475

optimal configuration is marked with a star (*). We identify
the true optimal configuration by executing all configurations
on the target platform and selecting the configuration with the
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Figure 8: Execution time breakdown for 256K samples FFT on Zynq 7020

lowest end-to-end latency; recall that RCS predicts end-to-end
latency from vendor-provided timing information.480

6.1. Performance

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show end-to-end latency broken down
into sensing, FFT, and DPU computations for different FFT
sampling sizes. These sampling sizes match the applications
discussed in Section 5.2. The x-axis shows the actual size of the485

FFT accelerator, ranging from 256-point FFT to the maximum
size allowed by the available resources, between 2K and 8K,
depending on the DPU/FFT combination. All configurations
show good scalability until a saturation point, outperforming
the baseline design by a significant amount as sampling size490

increases. For example, for a 256K-point FFT, the configura-
tion selected by RCS speeds up execution from 47% to 78%,
depending on the selected DPU.

There are two key scalability limiting factors for our pro-
posed FFT accelerator. The first one has to do with FPGA495

synthesis optimization based on resource utilization. Indeed,
Figure 9 shows the resource utilization for the B512-1 design
for the 256K-point FFT. For a 8K FFT implementation, we are
reaching 98% BRAM usage, meaning that the synthesis tool
will have less chances to find a performance-optimal design.500

Since we are over our threshold value of 95% (see Section 4),
the 8K implementation is not selected by RCS, but the 4K (Fig-
ure 8). This synthesis variability translates into fluctuations in
the performance scalability as we double the resources allo-
cated to the FFT accelerator. This can be seen most clearly505

for B512-1 regardless of input size, as it slowly saturates after
the 4K implementation.

On the other hand we have the utilization of FFT and but-
terfly network themselves. For example, B800-1 shows good
scalability up to 2K length for 32K and 64K-point FFTs, with510

25% and 60% speedups, respectively. However, for 256K-point
FFTs, it scales with 4K too (78% speedup). This is due to the
fact that, for relatively small inputs, the main bottleneck of our
design is the FFT-core (Figure 4). As the input size increases,
the pressure on the butterfly network does too. For example, a515

256K-point FFT needs to run 2 additional butterfly passes on
all points. If we compare a 64K-point FFT implementation
using a 4K FFT IP to a 256K-point FFT, we need double the
butterfly network times. Since more time is spent on the butter-
fly network, and it is not currently a bottleneck, we see further520

scalability with accelerator size.

DSP(0-100%)

BRAM(0-100%)
LUT(0-100%)

Bu�erfly Length

REGS(0-100%)

256

512

1K
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Figure 9: Resource breakdown for B512-1 on Zynq 7020 (256K-point FFT)
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Figure 10: Execution time breakdown for 256K samples FFT on Z7035 FPGA

We see the opposite behavior for B512-1 and the 256K point
FFT. In this case, the extra load on the butterfly network com-
bined with the near complete usage of BRAMs (98%, as shown
in Figure 9) provokes a slowdown in performance. To show that525

this is resource-related, we synthesized our designs in a Z-7035
SoC, depicted in Figure 10. This figure shows a slight scalabil-
ity improvement for B512-1, and, since resources are below the
95% threshold, the 8K implementation is selected by RCS.

6.2. Power/Energy Efficiency530

We measured the FFT FPGA implementation power dissi-
pation in the range of 150 to 250 mW in real hardware. These
values match the estimations from Xilinx XPE 2019 tool that
reports 200 to 300 mW for the FPGA-side. FPGA power dis-
sipation is relatively small compared to system power (2.6 to535

2.75 W). However, the FFT accelerator relies heavily on the
CPU, therefore the power increase of a larger FFT is limited.

Figure 11 shows the energy and power measurements for
the B512-1 and a 64K-point FFT. We limit our measurements
to this specific configuration for the sake of visibility. We con-540

firmed that the conclusions achieved for this configuration are
representative of other designs. Since variations on power are
marginal (max 250 mW), energy savings are huge for FFT de-
signs after 1K. In particular, energy is reduced by 37% for 2K,
45% for 4K and 60% for 8K.545
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7. Real-World Case Studies

7.1. Oil Well Inspection
Now we describe how our RCS methodology and ScaleFFT

accelerator can be leveraged to optimize an oil well inspection
system. The purpose of this system is to examine an oil well to550

identify the quality of its pipes. This is carried out by physically
moving the inspection system through the complete well as il-
lustrated in Figure 12. An oil well is typically 1.5 to 3 km long,
and the performance of the inspection system is critical as pro-
duction must be halted during inspection. In other words, the555

slower the system, the longer it takes to inspect the well, and
the longer the facility is idle. The average cost of running an
off-shore oil platform varies widely (e.g., from 200k USD per
day in 2019 to 250k USD per day in 2020 [57]) but is generally
high and minimizing down-time can hence lead to substantial560

cost savings.
The oil well inspection system faces a rich set of constraints,

and this makes it a good example of a resource-constrained
edge system. The system needs to perform 288 FFT trans-
forms at least every 20 m to detect anomalies which results in565

a data rate of 4.2 megabytes per meter (MB/m); one measure-
ment per 20 m is a typical minimum requirement. Upstream
bandwidth is limited to 200 Kb/s, which means that inspection
speed would be limited to 172 s per meter if the processing was
not performed at the edge. For a well length of 2.4 km, which570

yields 120 measurement points, a complete inspection would
hence take 6.7 hours if we assume that it takes one hour to move
the system through the well. More specifically, we stop the
system for 172 s at each of the 120 measurement points which
means that the system spends 5.7 hours collecting samples (and575

hence 6.7 hours in total when including trip-time). Performing
anomaly detection at the edge is hence attractive as it makes the
system compute-bound rather than communication-bound, and
the compute bandwidth of edge systems is much higher than the
upstream bandwidth, i.e., we achieve a processing bandwidth of580

1,500 kb/s with the RCS-selected system configuration whereas
upstream bandwidth is only 200 kb/s. In our system, anomaly
detection is performed using a convolutional neural network.

Our objective was hence to maximize compute performance
while respecting all constraints. The first key constraint is the585

physical size of the system as it needs to fit within the 0.1 m
diameter of the well. Second, power consumption is limited to
3.5 W because there is no space for ventilation in the electronics

housing and temperatures within an oil well temperature range
from 80 C to 170 C. Moreover, this application is important yet590

low volume as there are a limited number of wells in the world
and they only need to be inspected infrequently. For this rea-
son, we selected the Zynq 7000 which contains two hard ARM
Cortex-A9 CPU cores and an FPGA fabric as this means that
we can accelerate the FFT and neural network inference on a595

single chip; we could not include a DSP in our system without
exceeding the physical size constraint.

We then used our RCS methodology to identify the near-
optimal configuration of an 256K-point FFT accelerator and a
B512 DPU which yields an end-to-end latency of 22.2 s (see600

Figure 8). In contrast, the latency of the dual-DPU baseline
configuration is 32.6 s. This yields overall inspection times of
1.7 h and 2.1 h for the RCS-optimized configuration and the
baseline, respectively, for an oil well depth of 2.4 km (120 points
of inspection) and 1 hour of travel time. Our scheme hence605

reduces downtime by 0.4 h compared to the single-accelerator
configuration and 5.0 h compared to the offline processing ap-
proach, yielding substantial cost savings of 5.0k and 62.5k USD,
respectively, at an average facility (12.5K per hour).

7.2. Train Track Inspection610

Railways are a valuable and important infrastructure and it
is hence crucial that they have high reliability, i.e., the socio-
economic consequences of unexpected downtime can be signif-
icant. An attractive way of monitoring the condition of the rail-
way tracks is to install monitoring equipment on the trains that615

use the track. More specifically, we consider a predictive main-
tenance system that is attached to the bogies of the train and
continuously monitors the tracks. To sense the condition of the
track, the system requires high-bandwidth (i.e., 15 to 30 kHz)
accelerometers. Moreover, we require Analog to Digital Con-620

verters (ADCs) that can capture accelerometer output at 24 bit
resolution at sampling rates of 64 to 128 KSPS. Practical sys-
tems require multiple accelerometers, and the amount of data
captured per sample is hence from 3 to 6 MB. The resulting
data rates are typically in the range of 3 to 6 MB/s which means625

that offline processing is inconvenient. Moreover, the system
is installed closed to the bogies and the train is moving at high
speed (sometimes through rural or unpopulated areas with lim-
ited communication coverage). It is hence necessary to perform
the computation at the edge.630

We evaluate RCS in the context of a train track inspection
system called TrainDAQ [24] which is built around a Trenz
Electronics System on Module (SoM) [58] with a Xilinx Zynq
7020 SoC (as shown in Figure 13). TrainDAQ uses an FPGA-
based platform because it enables implementing a highly par-635

allel system in the FPGA that captures the output of the ADCs
and write it into DDR3 memory using the Zynq’s DMA con-
troller. This is critical to achieve the required data rates while
maintaining the other constraints, i.e., energy and physical size.
While the train has abundant energy available, attaching the640

monitoring system to the train’s power would result in the train
having to be re-certified and would hence incur a significant
cost overhead. For this reason, a practical track monitoring sys-
tem must be powered by batteries. For each sample, the system
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Figure 13: Train Monitoring System

then performs an FFT transform for the output of each sensor645

and feeds the output of these transforms to the DPU. The output
of the DPU will then be a classification of the state of the part
of the track that was sampled. This is typically on the order of 4
to 12 KB per sample, depending on the state of the track, which
is then transmitted, via the IoT module in Figure 13, to a back-650

end system if possible. Otherwise, the samples are buffered to
be transmitted when connectivity is restored. The IoT module
also contains a GPS which is used to map samples to the track
segment they cover.

The TrainDAQ deployment that we consider in this work655

has a 64K point FFT and a B512 DPU. Our RCS methodology
selects the dual-DPU and 4K FFT configuration (see Figure 7).
The sensors are active for 0.25 s and TrainDAQ then uses 6.5 s
to process the sample in the RCS-selected configuration. This
results in a spatial resolution of one measurement per 469 me-660

ters when the train velocity is 250 km/h. In contrast, the single-
DPU baseline uses 10.1 s to process a sample which yields one
sample every 722 m; the sensors are active for the same time
in both configurations. At 100 km/h, the RCS-selected config-
uration and the baseline yields spatial resolutions of one sam-665

ple per 188 m and 288 m, respectively. RCS hence enables us
to improve spatial resolution by 54% by simply utilizing the
FPGA-resources better.

8. Related Work

For any accelerator, the unique challenge is that it needs to670

exploit the specifics of the key computation of the target ap-
plication domain to achieve high efficiency. For an FFT ac-
celerator, the key challenges are hence to efficiently implement
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and the butterfly data ex-
change (which is what ScaleFFT focuses on).675

Signal-processing acceleration is a well studied area in both
continuous signal processing on chip multi-processors [59] and
within the embedded domain [60]. Accelerators are also pro-
posed for domain-specific scenarios, such as robot motion plan-
ning [61], speech recognition [62], and slow sensors [63].680

Authors in [64, 65] try to answer how to optimize a compu-
tational problem within a given chip’s transistor budget. They
also provide a model which projects forward to see what future
gains can and cannot be enabled from chip specialization. We
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focus on FPGA and IP-library optimization with resource lim-685

itations, not developing new optimized functions. Many prior
accelerator architectures can be approximated by composing a
small number of hardware primitives. Accelerators can be gen-
erated by searching within such a rich accelerator space, i.e.,
compiler-based Design Space Exploration (DSE) [66]. They690

follow a similar DSE procedure to us, but at a different level,
i.e., they do not consider resource optimization.

LogCA [11] and NeuroMeter [12] are high-level perfor-
mance and energy model tools for hardware accelerators, use-
ful to identify design bottlenecks. Similarly, we have our own695

model extracted from area and performance information ex-
tracted from DSE for the elements of the IP-library. Neural
network design space exploration for multi-chip designs and
workload orchestration can be considered similar to our pro-
posal. DSE commonly chooses an specific allocation across700

several benchmarks [13]. Analog/mixed-signal machine learn-
ing accelerators could be an alternative to FFT transformations
(e.g., [67]). Nevertheless they rely on ASIC, so it is not suit-
able for low volume applications. It could be interesting for our
future work to use a similar methodology for FPGAs.705

Other related work partitions the available FPGA resources
into multiple processors, each tailored for a different subset of
the CNN convolutional layers [14, 15, 16]. They also invest
significant effort to orchestrate data movement and design ef-
ficient mapping strategies. Others offer support for high-level710

programming, resource estimation, and rapid and automatic de-
sign space exploration on FPGAs [68]. We provide a model to
estimate end-to-end latency in resource-constrained PdM sys-
tems, whereas these works do not discuss what happens when
the FPGA does not have enough resources for all processors.715

Regarding the need for FFT transformations, authors from
[69] show the need to improve memory management for neural
networks on edge systems (e.g., move to frequency domain via
FFT). Data movement is a key issue when performing inference
in edge devices. Authors in [70] proposed an FFT-based deep720

and distributed memory hierarchy, thus enabling data move-
ment over short wires. Other works propose scheduling DNN
accelerators for data reuse [71, 72]. This could be applied to
FPGAs, e.g., moving data from FFT to DNN. This however
puts further pressure on resource optimization since FPGA re-725

sources are also used for storage.
Closest related works that combine FPGA resources for FFT

and deep learning include: the use FPGA implementations of an
efficient FFT processor for FMCW radar signal processing [17];
a 1 million-point FFT on a single FPGA [18]; an ultra-long FFT730

architecture implemented in a re-configurable application spec-
ified processor [19]; and accelerating convolutional neural net-
work with FFT on embedded hardware [20]. These works are
however very domain specific, focusing on either pure hard-
ware ASIC, CUDA, near data computations (e.g., processing in735

memory) or hardware/software co-design. Our solution is valid
for scenarios when volume is low, and it is not feasible to pro-
duce ASICs or processing-capable memories. Our design com-
bines hardware and software on FPGA, and differently from
all previous works, we offer an optimized design for resource-740

limited scenarios. In addition, this particular feature makes our

design a good candidate for an inline accelerator integrated in
the core [73].

9. Conclusion and Future Directions

We have now presented the Resource-Constrained Acceler-745

ator Selection (RCS) methodology and the ScaleFFT acceler-
ator architecture which collectively improve the performance
of FPGA-accelerated Predictive Maintenance (PdM) systems
by allocating FPGA resources to the FFT and neural network
accelerators such that end-to-end latency is minimized. RCS750

effectively identifies near-optimal configurations and reduces
end-to-end latency by 2.4× on average for a 256K-point FFT
compared to our state-of-the-art baseline which accelerates ma-
chine learning inference but runs the FFT in software. We
demonstrate the real-world impact of RCS by considering two755

use cases, i.e., an oil well inspection system and a train track
monitoring system. RCS reduces the cost of downtime due
to inspection by 5.0k USD for an oil well with 120 inspection
points compared to the baseline and improves spatial resolution
by 54% in the train track monitoring system.760

The accelerator selection problem is not limited to resource-
constrained PdM systems. For instance, leading mobile SoCs
contain many accelerator types [74], and recent high-performance
processor SoCs, such as the Apple M2 [75], contain multi-
ple accelerators. Since RCS exploits the unique characteristics765

of resource-constrained PdM systems — to provide high effi-
ciency while remaining (relatively) simple — more research is
likely needed to identify efficient accelerator configurations in
other domains. In particular, we expect that such approaches
likely require (i) more advanced accelerator search strategies,770

and (ii) more comprehensive performance models. We aim to
target these challenges in the future.
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